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found in every_Hindu. tem~J,.~!n v~ranasi,but
temple

in India and __
~eyon~

Rowing upriver,
vigorously

men, some wearing

covered

I took a picture

he prayed

prayers

themselves

and singing.

to be in complete

and earnestly

from the

in white

oneness

to his creator.

clothes

were typical

wrapped

around his waist, pulled

of many Indian men.

style.

which when extended

after his

with God as

His simple

The white cloth was

up between

over his shoulder--l>1ahatma Gandhi
coiled head covering

The

in saris and washed"discreetly.

of an old man wrapped

He appeared
loudly

repeating

washing

only a loin cloth, were separated

women who remained

immersion.

_~_._.

we saw many pilgrims

and joyously,

also in every such

his legs and draped

He also wore a white
measured

about twenty

feet.
The river was used by Muslims
laundromat

as well.

and kneading

for bathing

and served as a

Several men near the Muslims

were pounding

wet clothes on flat rocks and laying them on the

dusty ground to dry.

Above this bus~\~-;\scene)T;J?ose
saffron build-

ings from the J.Vlogul
era stained by moss, mildew

and t.he elements

of time.
Our guide pointed
hippies

out a houseboat

who were profiting

and Varanasi.

inhabited

by two American

from the drug trade between

Katmandu

Tall and tan, with clean long hair and wearing

local garb, these fellows

climbed

bask in the early morning

sun.

poor, but they are not."

to the roof of the houseboat

In our guide's words,

the
to

"They look
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Our boats turned around and headed for the funeral pyres.
En route we saw natives
middle of the river.
followed

drop a weighted

A dead dog floated past our boat and was

by a human corpse wrapped

hard to believe

achieved

A joyous occasion,

It was

which are

of men who have

state of existance,

nirvana.

the body slowly sinks to the bottomDof

river to the blowing

of the conch shell and the chanting

hymns by the celebrating
Desp~te

bodies

to the holiest

the choicest

face down.

seeing.

that the weighted

into the river belong

theoretically

in white,

what we were actually

Our guide explained
dropped

dead goat into the

the
of

disciples.

the pervasiveness

of death,

life and celebration

continued

on the river with a young couple who had iust been

married.

Wearing

struments

and singing,

flower leis, with their friends
these happy young people

their boat to pay homage
Entering

kmndling,
visible,

wrapped

in-

rowed out in

to the great river.

the pyre area on the bleak riverbank,

several corpses
cremation.

playing

in white

and tied with rope awaiting

One of these was lifted onto a pyre,
doused with kerosene

only the cremators.

we saw

and set ablaze.

covered with
No family was

The odor of burning

flesh coupled

with the sight of two mangy dogs sniffing

in the ashes of coml

pyres was hard to take.

and wanted

I felt oppressed

Our guide told us that frequently
sprinkled
Allahabad.

at the confluence

to leave.

these ashes are collected

of the Ganges

and

and Jumna rivers near
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Next the boats beaded

for shore and we said goodbye

guides as we disembarked.
the burning

Neil led us up a slight incline near

pyres to the old section of the city.

to stay together

as we followed

winding

streets to the famous

Shiva.

Nearing

were cleaner

to worship

him through

wearing

the pilgrims

new or clean clothes.

1p the river.

to enter the temple.

a maze of streetsl

which delivered

However,

surroundings

to the Hindu,

white

and

Brahma bull

us back to the bus

fresh in our minds,

significance,

most of

beauty,

and deyet

the hope for nirvana,

lay.

The rest of the day was free.
to catch up on let~ers

I was grateful

and journal entries

tops and underwear.

boys to wash. _They

at 9:00.

Its mirky waters

could boast of no uplifting

its spiritual

was where its beauty

came b

finding

_kneeling

us to the hotel in time for breakfast

us found that we were not very hungry.

~~est~q

docile

Neil brought

With the river and its activities

parka,

These

from a pile of fresh hay.

Through

pressing

to

that many of the people

in a large room where a handsome

was chewing

narroW

also dedicated

a crack in its wall some of us observed~oEshipers
praying

us

who were on their way to the temple

after being cleansed

We were not allowed

He warned

the crowded

Golden Temple,

the temple, we noticed

than others,

were undoubtedly

to our

for the time

as well as to wash my

We had given our jeans to our house-

would be re~urned

and read durin~ the afternoon.

before dinner.

Many of ~~

ArOUl!9:1:: 30 .-r_.M-.!...-,~obert_

to let us know about an Indian show to be presented

on the
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front lawn in half an hour.
At 2:00, we sat on the lawn under a trimmed weeping
Some of us cooled ourselves
four dark men wearingLlong
turbans.

with soft drinks.
colorful

Before us stood

shirts, baggy pants and

Before them on the grass were several baskets

ous sizes and a cage containing

before

Sitting cross-legged,

them at arms" length removing

Swaying

to the music,

threatening
quickly

hoods.

act.

Frequently,

from each basket.

heads changed

these deadly

serpents

that this phenomenon

let each of us examine

was real.

would duck

there had to be some reasonable

its happy keeper.

As in Singapore,

by daring

removed

the python

snake

this reptile

closely.

an untrained

However, to manyoof

Next a large python was carefully

eye

us, it had to

explanation.
from its basket by
was to be worn on

souls in the audience.

sure, several of us had a turn.

Cheered

my turn and found the experience

like a relaxing

shoulders

into

then reappear.

A head at both ends of the snake could convience

the shoulders

the baskets

the cobra act gave way to the two-headed

The proud keeper

be an illusion~

forth a

the lids, then began playing

the cobras' extended

into their baskets,

Eventually,

they placed

Soon a cobr a'js head emerged

their reed pipes.

of vari-

a mongoose.

'The show began when two of these men each brought
small basket.

willow.

Through peer pres-

on by the others,
massage

I took

to my

and neck.

The grand finale of this half of the show was a shake-mongoose
fight.

A medium

size snake was placed on the lawn and the mongoose

.•
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was uncaged.

It headed

eyes an unpleasant,
snake lost, losing

straight

unfair

the men relaxed

man wearing

and securing

yet unfathomable

tions be attained
this athletic

behind

positions,

concentration

control

for extended

Only through
could such posi-

he and others

to God.

We learned

over their bodies

periods

his body in

ease he demonstrated.

and ascetic discipline,

have such remarkable

amazed us.

and discipline

with the relative

a young

st<gge sitting

This yogi, contorting

to yoke their minds

their breath

In time the

the lids on all the snake

and seated themselves

yogi style.

years of practice,

deavored

insued.

only red briefs who now took center

in cross-legged
perfected

and gory contest

Before our very

its head to the mongoos~.

Caging the mongoose
baskets,

for its prey.

Through

like him en-

that some yogis

that they can hold

of time and stop their heart-

beats for as long as a minute.
After the show, Tanya and I went to the hotel tourist
where Lwi th rranyaIS .skill in b.?rgai;ning, I bought
fully crafted
her. husband
California,

brass vases

had been married
February

Returning
houseboy

gift.

She and

home in San Rafael,

presented

and repacked

my case.

us with our clean pressed

He had kept our quarters

stocked with toilet paper.

the management
~guests.

in our father's

to my room, I rested

proudly

wedding

a pair of beauti-

14.

did not linger to talk.
bathroom

for my sister's

shop

had told the houseboys

jeans.

Our
He

clean and the

It was rather obvious
not to fraternize

that

with ,th~

Our stay at the Hotel de Paris had been most accommodating
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and relaxinq,

and Varanasi

had proven

an excellent

introduction

to India's culture.

Varanasi to Khajuraho
Wednesday, March 10
We were packing

the bus by 6:30 A.M.

more of our group came down with the wog.
my Katmandu
entered

roommate,

into the front seats.

half of our group was experiencing

of the bus and our clothes

an exhausting

over more dirt roads,

were covered

to see the sculptured

Erotic Temples.

we saw the artistic
and soldiers

architecture

So, leaving

friezes depicting

vegetables.

of the famous,

the sick behind,

stories of vanity,

standard

toilets

love

in acts of perversion.

Our sick companions

We all retired

Graeme

about 1000 A.D. where

Sitting

tables, we dined on tasty baked chicken,

joined us, drinking

Khajuraho

There was still

Dinner was ready upon our return to the hotel.
cloth covered

the

with dust again.

ten hour drive, we entered

drove us to this stone temple complex built

affairs

They

Now at least

our gear at a very nice new hotel.

enough daylight
so called

over.

it was to stay clean!

Following
and unLoaded

and Carol,

some degree of illness.

After a couple of hours of driving

How difficult

Nino, Robert

all looked like death warmed

the bus dropping

interior

During the night three

broth2and

either

at

rice and

stayed in their rooms or

tea.

early, enjoying

the amenities

and clean comfortable

beds.

of hot showers,
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Khajuraho
Thursday,

to Agra
March 11

During the night more people~had
bus without
arriving

complaint.

We averaged

become

ill. 'but ,boarded the

30 MPH on the ride to Agra

there in the afternoon.

Our hotel was in the center of town.

With room assignments

made, we dragged our gear up to the second and third floors designated for our group.
and striking

I roomed with Eileen

eighteen-year-old

and we were all very thankful

blonde.

and Lesly,

a vivacious

They were both very ill;

that our modest

rooms had standard

toilets.
The health of the group was Neil's main concern
ours.

Nino and Carol were holding

their own, but Robert

who had not been able to throw off the virus
become worse through

the day.

Neil had a doctor visit them.
travenous

feeding

They both were so dehydrated
The doctor

cysts had developed

doctor had surgically

and Lesly.

removed

problem,

room with bandaged

had
that

set them up with in- -

in their room; and gave Neil a large supply of

Neil too was in need of doctoring.

Neil's medical

and Ross,

since Katmandu,

orange pills for the group to fight the spreading

large menacing

now as well as

the past days,

on each of his earlobes.

them in Neil's

we were surprised

ears to dispense

He remarked

Through

virus.

room.

Unaware

The
of

when he came to our

the ora~ge pills to Eileen

that he had never seen a group as sick as

ours during his career with Sundowners.
Jen was feeling much better,

and I still had no complaints.
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After unpacking

a couple of things, Jen and I walked

across the street to cash some traveler's
to cash our checks

for some unknown

checks.

reason.

to a bank

They refused

Consequently,

hired a tri-sha.w to take us to a large international

we

ho t eL.»

where the _transaction was\nandle:d with ·~i
__
s.::..p_a_t_c_h_.
_
'l'hatevening,
twenty-first

despite our maladies

birthdaY

we celebrated

after dinner with a decorated

that Neil had ordered.
was boosted

I

Though

three

Equally

"hip hip hoorays."

card which each of us had signed.
artist Cindy,

Agra
Friday, March

Australian

appreciated

a jeweler by trade,

and poetess

and remained

pushed

themselves

at the hotel.

awaiting

our tour

The rest of the sick ones

to make this tour.

After a ten minute

drive, we parked the bus and walked

the large g9teway of the walled-in

There, looming before

behind

Elizabeth.

Taj lViahal. Robert was s:klll being fed Lrrt rave»

nously

The complex

creation

12

of the wondsous

leum ~et of~by

cheer of

was her birthday

It was an original

By 8:30 A.M. we were on the bus eagerly

reflecting

cake

as the cake was placed before her and we all sang,
by the customary

through

lighted

still quite ill, Carol's morale

".Happy Birthdayl~ followed

by

Carol's

garden

us, rose the glistening

four matching_minarets.

white marble

mauso-

Before it lay an oblong

2Q~1 with marble walks extending
was surrounded ~)9Y cypress

and grounds.

to the gate near us.

trees on three sides and

the Taj Iv'lahal
flowed the_~umn~_ River, now only a stream.
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Our Indian guide, Gopi, a round healthy
first offered

to take a group picture

background,using
his feetL-we

each of ou,

posed for fifteen minutes

three pictures.
photograph

ame~~s.

fellow, met us and

of us with the Taj in the
Leavin

oar cameras

while he_snapped

The black

Gopi then had us gather

from Sundowners.

around him so he could tell us about

t.h? -.'"!,aj
fvlahal._It had be.eiilc'bui_l
t by the Mogul_ emper~r

for his favorite

to

and white prints woulQ

be ready for us later in the day, a memento

Similarly,

thirty-

Also,.Neil had hired a local photographer

us in this setting.

at

wife, Mumtaz Mahal, meaning"chosen

Shah Jahan

of the palace."

he told us that Taj Mahal meant "crown of the palace."

Following

the death of Mumtaz Mahal,

ago, the heartbroken
a mausoleum

tural greatness
was destined

Shah Jahan hired a Persian

that would capture

butes of his wife.

some three hundred

1be Mogul

during

to become

to perfection

architect

the beautiful

years

to build
attri-

Empire was at the peak of its cul-

this time, 1628-1658,
the supreme

example

and the Taj Mahal,

of Indian Mogul

arohi-

tecture.
The Shah's dream to build his own mausoleum
the Jumna

River from the Taj was never realized.

was to have been a duplicate
marble

instead

silver bridge.

his son Aurangzeb

Shah Jahan was deposed

(ruled 1658-1707)

across

1bis mausoleum

of the Taj but constructed

of white, with the two structures
However,

directly

of black

connected

by a

and imprisoned

before his monument

could be

built.
Gopi,finishing

his talk,told

us to meet him

on

by

the terrace

_
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of the Taj.
sandstone
exterior

Here we had an excellent

and white marble

and Arabic passages

and in excellent

crude high scaffolding
blocked

inlaid with semiprecious

of the Taj was also highlighted

in arabesques
nificent

view of the gateway of red

by inlaid

from the Koran.

condition.

It was marred
L

__

of tree limbs tied together

stones.

The

stones arranged
The Taj was magonly by the
_ __

-

by ropes which

the main entrance.

We entered

a side door giving

In the center of this octagonal
cenotaphs,

room of marble

empty tombs, incrusted

lacy alabaster

access to the central

chamber.

rested two marble

with fine stones.

A carved

screen also inlaid with stones surrounded

the rich

cenotaphs •
.
G6pi remarked

that at one time the ceiling of this champe r

had been inlaid with gold and a gold screen had surrounded
cenotaphs.

Also India's largest diamond,

been inlaid in Shah Jahan's
was eventually

removed

cenotaph.

fearing

the Koh-i-noor,

the
had

But all of this opulence

the Taj might one day be looted

by invaders.
'I'hecentral

chamber was illuminated

through

the alabaster

dome

screens

at the high windows.

only by daylight

and the intricately

passing

carved double marble

We left this c.hamherand

descended

flight of stairs to the vault below where two tombs identical
the cenotaphs

contained

to

the remains of Shah Jahan and his wife.

Their remains had been pLaced here to prevent

them from being

stolen.
Our second stop of-the day was the Red Fort, the residence

a

------------_

..... _._._-,

....

-.

_.
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of the rvlogulrulers

in Agra.

us that this red sandstone
of Akbar

The greatest

the reign

of the Indian Mogul

he founded Agra and made it the Mogul capital.

grandfather,

Babur,

Khan and Tamerlan~,
his capital

Empire

fort had been built during

(ruled 1556-1605).

emperors,

India.

Gopi, joining us on the bus, told

a descendent

of the Mongol

after capturing

for a kingdom

Kabul

in Afghanistan,

conquerors,

Jenghiz

and establishing

it as

began a campaign

on

Sacking Delhi and Agra in 1526, Babur founded
and ruled it until 1530, having

His

conquered

the Mogul

most of India.

lle was the_ fir_st of_ tQe ivlogul
Muslim
rulers.
-------The imposing
Empire,

Red Fort reflected

that of the Moti Masjid,

white marble

palace,

by its open-air

Jahangri

chambers

taries had gathered

to discuss

trigued by a red sandstone

for children

world affairs.

platform

in Jahangri

to me.

surrounded

and other digniI was also inby water

in one of

and other emperors

coins into the water

by his own family,
where his beloved

Mahal overlooking

the Taj was

It was here that the dying Shah Jahan,
spent his last days gazing on the

wife lay.

Later that day, browsing
copied

captured

to fetch.

the most meaningful

mausoleum

ambassadors

leisure hours tossing

The top apartment

imprisoned

and the sparkling

I was particularly

where Shah Jahan and his wives
passed

of the Mogul

which faced the river and the Taj a ~ou-

Here visiting

and empresses

"Pearl Mosque"

Mahal.

pie of ·miles away.

the courtyards

more splendors

In this apartment

through our hotel tourist

a poem taped to the showcase

containing

souveni~s

he died.
shop, I
of inlaid
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and alabaster.
Nowhere

The poem read:

blooms

the flower

so bright,

As in the inlay on the marble

where

Shah Jahan wept each night.
Our last excursion
country

residence

of the day would be a drive out to the

of Shah Jahan.

Before leaving

we took a brief lunch stop, snacking
chased

at the Kiosk there.

the Red FortH

on sweets and savories

The weather

pur-

was warm and most of us

were wearing

our yellow CY'rA"T-shirts, as Rojae r t; had suggested

that morning

for the group' s rraj portraits.

By chance,
discussed

Nino and I sat together

what we planned

London.

the drive.

to do once we arrived

would spend a year or more abroad.
driver

during

for one of the Australian

in London.

He

He hoped to be hired as a

bus companies

headquartered

in

'£his would be his ticket to see Europe and North Africa.

He wanted to visit relatives

in'Bicily

and thought he might even

live there if he could secure work as a printer,
enjoyed

We

a trade he had

in Sydney.

My plans were not so defined.
but then what?

A career

seemed remote.

Perhaps

my business

economics

For the present,

in teaching,

especially

degree

to use.

idealism

to the states,

in Marin County,

I would enter the business

I just wanted

Nino's humor,

I would return

world putting

It was too early to tell.

to enjoy the trip.

and zest for life were wonderful

traits.

His k i.ndne's s and good looks only made him that much more attractive
to me.

I loved being with him, yet our ten year age difference

